Integrated Care Pathways in Total Hip and Knee Arthroplasty

Abstract
Integrated Care Pathways in Adult Reconstruction refer to perioperative patient care programs designed to reduce the time to functional recovery after total joint arthroplasty surgery. The main objective of such protocols is to reduce costs and resource utilization without compromising quality of care or patient satisfaction.

Integrated Care Pathways are stepwise multidisciplinary programs combining preoperative preparation, intraoperative care, and postoperative methods that positively influence postoperative recovery: patients, surgeons, anesthesiologists, nurses, physiotherapists and occupational therapists are all active participants. This editorial reviews the state of the international "fast-track" total knee and hip protocols highlighting that the optimization of multidisciplinary pathways for joint arthroplasty might reduce morbidity and result in shorter length of stay.
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Introduction
Integrated Care Pathways (ICP) refer to perioperative patient care programs designed to reduce the time to functional recovery after surgery and the length of hospital stay (LOS) [1,2]. It is common knowledge that the high demand for total joint replacements in North America is steadily increasing: between 1996-1997 and 2006-2007, total hip and knee procedures performed in Canada increased respectively by 59% and 140% [3]. United States is the worldwide leader for the number of total knee arthroplasty (TKA) per 100,000 inhabitants: 221.5 [4]. This increase in demand is worrisome, especially because of a concomitant slower increase in available resources in many countries, including USA, UK and Canada. This is resulting in an increased emphasis on streamlining services applicable to total hip and knee replacement surgeries. Enhance recovery (ER) programs and "Fast-track" protocols are gaining worldwide popularity in order to reduce costs and resource utilization without compromising quality of care or patient satisfaction.

Integrated Care Pathways (ICPs) have been shown to reduce hospital length of stay [5,6], complication rates [7] and readmission rates [8,9], improve postoperative joint function immediately following surgery [10] and at one year follow-up [7], improve quality of life [11] and aid in cost containment [5,6,9,11] for patients undergoing total hip (THA) or knee (TKA) arthroplasty. In general, ICP are stepwise multidisciplinary programs combining preoperative preparation, intraoperative care, and postoperative methods that positively influence postoperative recovery: patients, surgeons, anesthesiologists, nurses, physiotherapists and occupational therapists are all active participants. This multimodal approach is also required because THA and TKA procedures address mainly ageing populations with multiple comorbidities and medical treatments: in fact, according to a recent national cohort report, 32.6% of the patients undergoing TKA had three comorbidities or more, the most frequent ones being hypertension (67.8%), diabetes (20%) and obesity (19.8%) [12]. Moreover, effective treatment of perioperative pain was highlighted as the most important factor for early mobilization, shortened hospital stay and early discharge [13]. The anesthetic technique used intraoperatively may also affect the time to hospital discharge and the postoperative mortality rate [14-17].

Preoperative Care
Patient selection and education
Patient characteristics preoperative analysis represents the first fundamental step for any ICP for total hip and knee arthroplasty.

A recent study on 3112 THA/TKAs performed following a “fast-track” protocol included patients with an average age of 67 years [18]. Although it is difficult to assess the optimal age for patients placed on a “fast-track” protocol, Pereira et al. [19] recommended an age ≤ 80 years to be included in a fast-track program and authors of the current study suggest a patient age ≤ 75 years.

Other patient selection criteria include a BMI ≤ 35, adequate home support, adequate functional strength in the upper extremities, absence of history of deep venous thrombosis or pulmonary embolism in the previous 6 months, normal hematocrit, absence of rheumatoid arthritis, no preoperative warfarin and suitable home layout/design [6,7,12,18,19]. An American Society of Anesthesiology Score (ASA) ≤ 3 with no major cardiac or respiratory illness is recommended by many studies [19,20].
Preoperative education is mandatory in managing patient expectations. Information that is given in a sensitive manner with multidisciplinary support is associated with a reduction in anxiety, hospital LOS and pain in the immediate postoperative period [21-24]. Preoperative education can be in the form of a group [25], a one-to-one session with nurse specialists [26] or providing an informational DVD [20]. It should entail a detailed perioperative care plan and set goals and expectations, including a goal for the discharge date. Unfortunately, more than 50% of patients demonstrate significantly higher expectations of postoperative pain relief, function, and well-being than their surgeons [24].

**Prehabilitation**

The validity of therapeutic exercises in patients awaiting primary total joint replacement has not been fully demonstrated. Theoretically, improved preoperative functional capacity may improve final outcome. In a recent systematic review, Hoogeboom et al. [27] reported no beneficial effects of preoperative therapeutic exercises on postoperative functional recovery. On the other hand, Gill et al. [28] performed a meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials showing that exercise-based interventions can reduce pain and improve physical function for patients awaiting hip replacement surgery but not knee replacement surgery.

**Nutrition**

Poor nutritional status affects postoperative recovery and mortality. Patients at high risk should be assessed by a dietitian prior to THA and TKA. In fact, low serum transferrin levels, low serum albumin and low total lymphocyte count correlate with resource consumption, wound healing, LOS and operative time in patients undergoing joint replacement surgery [29,30]. According to these findings, oral nutritional supplements should be given to complement patients’ diet for a few weeks in the perioperative period. Calorie loading 48 hours before surgery, irrespective of any co-morbidities such as diabetes or high BMI, has been suggested to minimize the adverse metabolic effects of starvation, to reduce the risk of anesthetic and starvation induced diabetes and to maintain high energy levels following the surgical intervention [25]. This practice might contradict the traditional fasting regimen of six hours aimed at reducing the incidence of pulmonary aspiration, which has minimal scientific support [31]. Recent recommendations suggest fluid intake until 2 hours before the induction of anesthesia and a 6-hour solid food fast. This reduces preoperative thirst, hunger, anxiety and postoperative insulin resistance [32]. Preoperative oral intake of carbohydrates also reduces postoperative nausea and vomiting, which hinder postoperative recovery [33]. A preoperative nutritional consult for all patients undergoing total joint reconstruction is standard of care at the author’s Institution.

**Premedication**

Postoperative pain strongly correlates with slower rehabilitation progression and prolonged hospital LOS [34,35]. Effective postoperative pain management increases patient satisfaction, improves postoperative outcomes and allows early patient discharge reducing the cost of care. As focus is increasingly directed toward controlling pain and reducing narcotic use, preemptive multimodal analgesia (PMMA) may become standard of care in the perioperative total joint arthroplasty period. In PMMA protocols patients take analgesics preoperatively (preemptive) to prevent central sensitization and amplification of postoperative pain and combine multiple classes of pharmacological agents to maximize analgesia with the fewest side effects [36-38]. A few meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials showed that preemptive analgesics leads to a decrease in postoperative pain, less total analgesic consumption and overall improved patient comfort [36,39]. Pre-emptive analgesics used in primary hip and knee joint surgery include gabapentin, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) and cyclooxygenase-2 (COX-2) inhibitors [40,41].

Gabapentin is a structural analogue of gamma aminobutyric acid and it has been historically used as an antiepileptic drug for partial seizures: an increasing number of studies have suggested that gabapentin used as a preemptive analgesic has a beneficial effect on both pain scores and postoperative opioid consumption after major orthopaedic surgery, including THA and TKA [42-44]. It is believed that preoperative dosing of gabapentin, between 300 mg and 1200 mg a day, exerts its analgesic effects by preemptively decreasing the spinal cord excitation caused by surgical trauma [45].

Nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) are among the most popular medications used to relieve pain and inflammation and are of particular interest for preemptive analgesia because of their peripheral and central mechanism of action without causing respiratory depression, nausea, sedation or urinary retention. NSAIDs inhibit prostaglandins production, decreasing inflammation, vasodilatation, capillary permeability, pain and fever. The NSAID medications most used as preemptive analgesic are ketoprofen, ibuprofen and acetaminophen [46,47]. At the author’s Institution, patients receive a dose of acetaminophen 1000 mg a day in the three-day preoperative period.

Activation of COX-2 by surgical trauma produces hyperalgesia, which increases the sensitivity of peripheral nociceptors. Several studies indicate that the use of COX-2 inhibitors for preemptive analgesia reduces significantly postoperative pain and, most important, decreases the overall use of opioids after major surgery and even after total joint arthroplasty [47-49]. Duellman et al. [50] in an USA based study compared the effect of preemptive analgesia with patient-controlled-analgesia (PCA) in a group of patients undergoing total joint arthroplasties: the patients in the PCA group required significantly more morphine, had a longer average hospital stay and had a significant decrease in participation in postoperative rehabilitation compared with the group that was given a preemptive selective COX-2 inhibitor.

At the author’s Institution, a preemptive dose of Celecoxib 200 mg is recommended in the three-day preoperative period in all patients not having specific contraindications detected during the preoperative evaluation.

A recent review of perioperative medical management measures [49] suggested the use of prophylactic antiemetics, in particular a scopolamine patch, during the perioperative total joint arthroplasty period.

**Comparative analgesia techniques**

Total hip and knee arthroplasty can be performed under general or regional anesthesia. A few academic USA institutions
are currently increasing the proportions of THA and TKA performed under spinal and/or epidural anesthesia, including Stanford University, the Hospital for Special Surgery, Duke University and the Mayo Clinic [51-54]. The main advantages of using regional techniques are improved initial postoperative pain relief, more rapid postoperative mobilization, and decreased intraoperative blood loss compared with general anesthesia [55]. A meta-analysis of randomized clinical trials has found that regional anesthesia reduces postoperative mortality and other complications such as deep vein thrombosis, pulmonary embolism, transfusion requirements, pneumonia, respiratory depression, myocardial infarction and renal failure [56].

Prolonged epidural analgesia offers advantages over systemic opioid administration by patient controlled analgesia (PCA) and is currently the gold standard in early postoperative pain control after total joint arthroplasty in many European countries. Despite many advantages, there are many concerns of making regional anesthesia the preferred anesthesiologic technique for total joint arthroplasty in the USA. In fact, there is a risk of vascular injury with subsequent bleeding associated with spinal/epidural needle and catheter placement or removal. The development of epidural/spinal hematomas with possible neural compression after neuraxial anesthesia is a special concern in patients receiving anticoagulants. In a recent USA based consecutive series of 100,027 THA and TKA, Pumberger et al. [54] reported a rate of symptomatic compressive lesions in 1:12,500 of patients undergoing spinal and/or epidural anesthesia. According to the American Society of Regional Anesthesia guidelines, non-ASA antplatelet therapies should be stopped 7 days before surgery and regional anesthesia and cardioprotective ASA should not be discontinued in the preoperative period [57]. Published data have suggested an increased risk of epidural hematoma development after epidural anesthesia with concomitant administration of Low Molecular weight Heparin (LMWH) [58].

Several regional analgesic techniques exist for perioperative pain management for total joint arthroplasty (TJA). The standard spinal anesthesia technique for THA and TKA often combines intrathecal opioids (i.e. 0.2-0.3 mg of morphine) and a local anesthetic: intrathecal morphine might also reduce the supplemental postoperative PCA morphine requirements for the patients undergoing THA [59]. Epidural analgesia with a single injection of extended-release epidural morphine (EREM) or continuous epidural infusions with local anesthetics represent a valid alternative technique, improving pain relief and recovery time after TJA when compared with IV-PCA [55,60]. Peripheral nerve blocks (PNB), including single-injection and continuous PNB catheters (PNBC), have recently received substantial attention as alternatives to neuraxial analgesia. The most used targets for PNB include the femoral nerve, the sciatic nerve and the lumbar plexus. A lumbar plexus block is performed with the goal of anesthetizing additional nerve branches (lateral femoral cutaneous, femoral and obturator nerves) that innervate the THA surgical area. A continuous lumbar plexus block was found to be superior to IV-PCA for pain management, with a reduction in morphine consumption, improvement in pain control, and patient satisfaction [61]. Although, the lumbar plexus nerve block provides effective analgesia, guidelines from the American Society of Regional Anesthesia and Pain Medicine for patients receiving antithrombotic prophylaxis circumscribe its use [57].

The most commonly used PNBs for TKA are femoral and sciatic. The knee innervation is mainly covered by the femoral, sciatic, and obturator nerves, excepting few areas of the classic incision that are innervated by the lateral cutaneous femoral nerve. In a recent meta-analysis of randomized controlled trials that compare a femoral block with PCA, it has been shown that a femoral block reduced morphine consumption at 24 and 48 hours, pain scores with activity at 24 and 48 hours, and the incidence of nausea [62]. Salinas et al. [63] compared a single-injection femoral block to continuous-femoral-nerve-block (CFNB) for TKA: pain intensity ratings were improved and opioids consumption was significantly lower in the forty-eight-hour postoperative period in the CFNB group but there was no difference in hospital LOS or long term functional recovery between the two groups.

Although a femoral block does improve postoperative pain control for TKA, many patients might complain of clinically significant pain because the femoral nerve does not innervate the posterior aspect of the knee. In an attempt to improve pain control after TKA, single and continuous sciatic nerve blocks can be administrated. To date, evidence is mixed for the analgesic benefits of adding a single-injection or continuous-sciatic-nerve-block (CSNB) to a femoral nerve block for TKA [64]. A recent systematic review established that there is inadequate evidence to define the role of adding a sciatic nerve block for pain control after TKA [65]. Unlike CFNB, continuous-sciatic-nerve-blocks (CSNB) have not been shown to improve functional outcomes or decrease time until discharge readiness [66].

Adductor canal block is a sensory blockade that provides analgesia in the territory of obturatorius nerve and saphenous nerve. Adductor canal block showed better quadriceps muscle postoperative strength with respect to the FNB and therefore may promote an earlier ambulation without a significant difference in postoperative pain [67-69].

Among local anesthetics, the most often used long acting local anesthetic for the femoral nerve block is ropivacaine which theoretically provides less motor blockade than bupivacaine. Unfortunately, a good quality femoral block may be associated with weakness of the muscle and risk of fall during the postoperative rehabilitation period [70].

Factors that must be incorporated into decision making for anesthetic and analgesic technique for total joint arthroplasty include complications and adverse effects. All regional anesthetic techniques have risks, including bleeding, nerve damage, vascular injury, block failure and infection. Neuraxial techniques and deep peripheral nerve catheters have been associated with rare but devastating bleeding complications. Chelly and Schilling documented the safety of placing a peripheral nerve block before the administration of anticoagulation prophylaxis in patients undergoing total joint arthroplasty [70]. Furthermore, the catheters can be safely removed while the patient is receiving pharmacological prophylaxis after surgery.

A major potential hazard of regional anesthesia techniques, especially CFNB and CSNB, is the association between lower-extremity blocks and patient falls [71-73]. Continuous peripheral nerve blocks are associated with muscle weakness that may lead to falls or that can delay rehabilitation: special postoperative protocols should be in place to safely manage postoperative
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A modern anesthetistic technique for primary THA or TKA should be based on a multimodal approach. Options include:

I. Systemic pain medications that work on different parts of the pain pathway like nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory agents, opioids, and gabapentin.

II. Peripheral nerve blocks with local anesthetic.

III. Epidural/spinal anesthesia.

IV. Local anesthetic infiltration at the surgical site.

At the author’s Institution, the preferred anesthesia protocol for primary THA and TKA include a spinal administration of local anesthetics and opioids plus a single-injection FNB (TKA).

Intraoperative Care

Intraoperative care measures in Integrated Care Pathways for THA and TKA are different from standard care models especially in prevention of blood loss, in the management of surgical drains and in the use of “local infiltration analgesia” (LIA) techniques.

Anemia and hypovolemia, especially if combined with opioid overuse, may induce postoperative nausea, vomiting, dizziness and orthostatic hypotension leading to an overall slower postoperative recovery. Antifibrinolytics, such as tranexamic acid, can reduce perioperative blood loss in primary total joint arthroplasty [74,75]. The mechanism of action of tranexamic acid is clot breakdown inhibition by reversibly binding both plasminogen and plasmin, preventing cleaving of fibrin and maintaining clot organization [76]. When tranexamic acid (10-150 mg/kg) is used during total joint arthroplasty, perioperative blood loss is significantly reduced, as is the need for allogenic blood transfusion [77], and fortunately, the rates of venous thromboembolism are similar to those of controls [76]. Because of its fibrinolytic but not pro-thrombotic pharmacological effect, the authors of the current editorial recommend an intraoperative (20 minutes before tourniquet release in TKA) intravenous dose of 15 mg/kg of tranexamic acid in any standard total knee arthroplasty procedure, if not contraindicated by patient cardiovascular status. At the author’s institution, a single tranexamic acid dose (10-150 mg/kg) is used (I.V. route) thirty minutes before tourniquet release during standard total knee arthroplasty, if not counter indicated by patient health status.

The use of surgical drains in the perioperative management of total joint arthroplasty is controversial: surgical drains use might reduce wound hematoma, periprosthetic joint infection [78] and improve postoperative range of motion. On the other side, a closed drainage system promotes surgical drains and subsequent need for blood transfusion [79]. A recent study [80] demonstrated that clamping of drains for 3 hours twice in the postoperative day results in significantly less blood loss in the first 48 hours and reduced the need of blood transfusion by 2.2 times compared with no clamping. At the author’s Institution, the use of surgical drain is not standard of care but reserved to specific intraoperative bleeding situations.

Local infiltration analgesia (LIA) for pain control after total joint arthroplasty is recently becoming popular [81]: this technique requires intraoperative infiltration of a mixture of ropivacaine, ketorolac, and adrenaline in the tissue surrounding the surgical wound to achieve satisfactory analgesia decreasing patient perioperative discomfort. Andersen and Kehlet, in a recent review of randomized controlled studies [82], suggested that single-shot LIA is similar to continuous femoral nerve blocks, intrathecal morphine analgesia or epidural analgesia for early postoperative periods. Of note, the use of wound catheters does not bring additional benefits. At the author’s Institution, LIA techniques are not routinely use because of a risk of contamination during the procedure.

Postoperative Care

Early mobilization (“same day mobilization”) is highly recommended for perioperative care after total joint arthroplasty [83,84], including patients sitting on the edge of the bed or in a chair, starting postoperative passive or active knee motion or ambulating up to five feet, dependent upon their tolerance. Early mobilization it is a positive predictor for shorter hospital stay, fewer postoperative complications, lower costs and is associated with reduced rates of deep venous thrombosis and pulmonary embolism [85,86]. Intermittent pneumatic compression devices (foot or calf) are part of many postoperative enhanced recovery programs [87]. In a recent Cochrane review [88], cold therapy (“Cryotherapy”) after total knee arthroplasty was found to reduce blood loss and pain level and improve ROM in the first one to two weeks after surgery without any serious adverse event. Above-knee and below-knee stockings have been found equally safe in preventing deep venous prophylaxis after TKA and are recommended to be use in fast track protocols [89]. Jain et al. [90] found a statistically significant reduction in blood loss without compromising range of motion and without an increase in complications when the knee was maintained at 90° flexion on a static CPM machine in the two postoperative hours following TKA. At the author’s Institution, an immediate postoperative continuous-passive-motion (CPM) device is applied to all TKA patients in the immediate postoperative period in conjunction with an articulated cold therapy device and intermittent pneumatic foot compression. All TKA patients use the cold therapy device for twenty-one days postoperatively. Khan et al. [91] recommend, as part of enhanced recovery after total joint arthroplasty, starting physiotherapy within 3-5 hours of surgery and continuing twice on each subsequent day until discharge.

Postoperative pain management is fundamental in order to achieve a safe early discharge. Opioids are very effective in controlling postoperative pain, but may result in nausea, vomiting, urinary retention, reduced gastrointestinal motility and severe respiratory depression [92].

The extension of a multimodal analgesic regimen after discharge has been shown to improve pain scores after total joint arthroplasty [93] and to allow early patient discharge. The postoperative addition of celecoxib to the traditional analgesic regimen was associated with less pain at 6 weeks and improved knee function when compared with placebo [94]. Postoperative gabapentinois reduce opioid-related adverse effects including postoperative nausea, vomiting and urinary retention allowing for a faster patient discharge [95]: in addition, pregabalin administration in the two post-operative weeks following primary TKA was associated with a decreased rate of neuropathic pain at 3 and 6 months [96]. Unfortunately, many patients after
total joint arthroplasty still receive only an opioid prescription for pain control. Recent studies [93-96] suggest that adding other modalities such as NSAIDs, Cox-2 inhibitors and gabapentinoids might improve overall pain management and possibly diminish opioid-related side effects in the early postoperative period.

McCartney & Nelligan [97] suggested a post-discharge multimodal analgesia regimen for total knee arthroplasty which included acetaminophen 1 g every 8 hours, gabapentin 100-200 mg every 8 hours and celecoxib 100 mg every 12 hours. The use of opioids (Oxycodone 5-10 mg every 4 hours) was reserved as an as-needed supplement.

**Patient Discharge Criteria**

Patients discharge should be related to the achievement of expected general and local milestones. General status includes satisfaction with pain and nausea management, satisfactory intake and output, being afebrile, having clear chest sounds and showing good communication regarding concerns and anxieties. Locally, dressing has to be dry and intact and the skin incision has to be clear without sign of infection. A hydrocolloid and ionic silver surgical dressing, routinely used at the Authors institution, supports wound healing by providing a moist environment and it has, at the same time, a sustained antimicrobial activity.

Patients have to demonstrate an understanding of techniques for safe and independent ADL-self-care performance, appropriate use of assistive devices, how to do deep breathing and ankle pumping exercises, minimal independence with bed mobility and transfer and ability to carry out ADLs with minimal assistance or independently. Finally, patients should be able to ambulate 20 meters with walking aid and to climb stairs with minimal assistance or independently. Timing of hospital discharge should be set after a final occupational therapy session: patients should be instructed on how to dress and bathe themselves and how to get on and off a toilet while keeping their new joint in the proper position. The occupational therapist might recommend special equipment at home, such as a raised toilet seat, a long-handled shoe horn, or a sock aide.

**Outcomes**

Outcome measurements in the forms of LOS, morbidity/mortality, safety aspects, patient satisfaction and economy among others are essential to monitor outcomes regarding all parameters. Many recent reports are promising. Husted et al. [98] reported that fast-track protocols showed short LOS with high patient satisfaction and few readmissions within 3 months. Husted et al, in a different study [99], analyzed differences between THA and TKA fast-track patients in terms of readmission rates: in their study, 15.6 % of patients following TKA were readmitted as opposed to 10.9 % after THA (p=0.005). Wied et al. [100] reported a prevalence of Manipulation under anesthesia (MUA) of 5.8 % after fast-track TKA: this complication rate was found to mirror other studies investigating incidence of MUA after more conventional TKA treatment protocols with longer LOS. Another study [101] showed that, when patients were mobilized within 4 hours postoperatively and the duration of deep venous thrombosis prophylaxis was short (1-4 days), both mortality as well as DVT/PE incidence were extremely low. Economic point of views also favor fast-track surgery as reviews, meta-analyses, and Cochrane reviews on outcomes following fast-track THA and TKA all have found economic savings compare to more conventional set-ups [102].

**Conclusion**

Integrated care pathways for total joint arthroplasty are achieving worldwide popularity: the impact of combining all perioperative care described in this article might be great, but the contribution of any single intervention to clinical outcomes has still to be determined. Improvement in patient outcomes and reduction in length of stay can be associated with modifications of preoperative nurse-led organizational protocols, use of regional anesthetic techniques, multimodal pain regimens, prevention of nausea and vomiting, postural hypotension postoperative control, early aggressive mobilization and rehabilitation, and joint effusion control. Active engagement of multiple disciplines, both medical and allied health, is fundamental.
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